
SEEKS TO SELL 
Ref No. S20190805SUGARICUMSA45-1 
 
Commodity: Brazilian ICUMSA 45 White Refined Sugar. 
 
Price 341  $ /MT 
 
Quantity  : 60.000 M.Ton MT/Month X 12 Months 
Packing PP Bags of 50 Kg 
Origen Brazil 
Incoterm CIF 
Destination Port of ; Chittagong Sea port. Bangladesh or any SWP 
Payment Term 100% LC, Irrevocable, Confirmed, Transferable, Revolving at Sight 
for ONE Shipment as Contract Guaranty (Swift MT700) and TT (MT 103) against 
Shipping Document /BL by each Shipment 
PB 2% 
Inspection SGS for Quantity y Quality at the loading port on the seller's account 
 
TOPICAL ANALYISIS: 
Commodity White Refined Sugar – ICUMSA 45 
Origin Brazil 
Color Sparkling White 
Polarity at 20ºC 99,80° min. 
Ash 0,04% max. by weight 
Moisture 0,04% max. by weight 
Magnetic Particles 4 mg/kg max. 
Solubility 100% dry & free flowing 
Granulation Fine / Solid Crystal 
Reducing Sugar 0,05% max. in dry mass 
Radiation within Cs 137 of 50 bg per kg 
SO2 70 mg/kg max. 
Sediments None 
Smell Typical and specific for Sugar 
Maximum As 1 ppm 
Maximum Pb 1 ppm 
Maximum Cu 3 ppm 
 
PROCEDURES: 
 
1. Buyer send  LOI / ICPO + financial capable ( Buyer's Choice ) 
2. Seller sends FCO .. 
3. Buyer signs, stamps and returns FCO  
4. Seller Issues the Invoice. 
5. After 5 days, Buyer’s Bank issues DLC transferrable, confirmed and irrevocable at 
Sight. 
6. Seller’s Bank verifies and confirms DLC 
7. Shipment will occur approximately 20 -30 days from loading port after DLC 
approval. 
8. Seller proceeds with shipment and after SGS confirmation on Loading Port, Seller 
sends original of Documents to Buyer´s Bank to confirm Shipment have done and 
take Payment for all Quantity Performance 



 
DOCUMENTS SUPPLIED: 
 
1. Commercial Invoice issued by Seller to the Buyer (1+3) 
2. Shipping Bill of Lading (3+3). 
3. Packing List shows that Bill of Lading Number and Gross and net Weight of Goods 
in Cargo (1+3). 
4. Certificate of Origin (1+2). 
5. SGS Inspection Certificate for Quality, Quantity and Weight. 
  



Getting in touch with this company! 
Matching opportunities utilizing artificial intelligence 
 
 
The CTI platform of FRL Group links commodity traders with producers, refiners, 
buyers, and sellers using its artificial intelligence and algorithms. This is a free 
service and the program works without human action or interference. The algorithm is 
fed with the data of your form submission and utilizes its logical and mathematical 
approach to generate the desired result. This is why relevant data has to be provided 
to deliver one or more absolutely matching outputs. The algorithm considers a wide 
range of facts and with this your input and your answers to the questions raised in 
our forms determine the output. Your input remains in our system until a match is 
achieved. 
 
SELLING 
If you wish to list commodity availability, please download and complete this form: 
http://commoditytrading.international/selling/ 
 
BUYING 
If you wish to list a commodity requirement, please download and use the form that is 
available here http://commoditytrading.international/buying/ 
 
Submit your completed form through this email 
service@CommodityTrading.International 
 
If you wish to be linked to the seller of the commodity that you seek at the terms that 
match your buying ideas, or if you want to sell at the best possible market price, then 
there is no easier way but to make use of this free service of the commodity trading 
online platform. Applying artificial intelligence, the CTI platform acts as the best 
Broker and Facilitator for buyers and sellers of all major commodities and is 
dedicated to providing top-quality services to all users at no cost at all.  
 
The platform is structured to provide services with great integrity and 
uncompromising ethical standards. There is a process in place to extensively 
scrutinise and investigate users to automatically weed out fake buyers and sellers to 
enable safe and smooth transactions for all parties. This publishing service is 
available free of charge and the service is provided exclusively on the basis of the 
latest version of our DISCLAIMER that you will find on our website. 
 
See daily Commodity Updates at http://commoditytrading.international/newsflash/ 
 
COMMODITYTRADING.INTERNATIONAL 
A Brand owned and operated by frl Ltd. 
A company incorporated at The Black Church, St. Mary’s Place, Dublin 7, Ireland 
PHONE: +353.1.5137507 | Skype listen4greatnews 
EMAIL: service@CommodityTrading.International 
WEB: http://CommodityTrading.International 
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